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DANCE DONE DIFFERENT

TRADITION ISN'T ALWAYS BEST
Tradition can be rich and wonderful, but it can also be boring and exclusive. We don’t like
stuffy uniforms, so we don’t have them. We don’t like long concerts, so we don’t do them.
We don’t like dull or inappropriate costumes, so in performances our students always look
cool, vibrant and appropriately dressed for their age.
While valuing the fantastic things that dance traditions have given us, we also believe in
trying new teaching methods and creating innovative, more inclusive, experiences in dance.
We're constantly adapting and refreshing our teaching methods with the most up-to-date
practices. Our progressive approach is informed by the doctoral research of our founder and
director, Elena Lambrinos.
Why stick to tradition when there’s a whole lot more out there to discover and explore?

ONE SIZE DOESN'T FIT ALL
Everybody learns dance in their own way and for their own reasons.
If you’ve got an adventurous preschooler who’s more interested in loud lions than floating
fairies, our gender-neutral Pocket Rocket program is just the thing. If you’ve got a teen who
wants to dance somewhere with a chilled vibe and creative opportunities, we think they’ll feel
right at home. Or if you’ve been wanting to get back into dance but find the big studios
intimidating or impersonal, we know you’ll love our relaxed casual classes and short courses
for adults.
No matter your dance goals, we’re confident we have a class that’s perfect for you so get in
touch with us to find your dancing sweet spot!

BRING ON THE QUESTIONS!
We love it when our students are engaged and ask questions in class, and whether you’re 3
or 43, we’re really excited about the progress of all our students.
Maybe your child is new to dance, maybe they’ve danced at an elite level and don’t want that
anymore, or maybe you’re rediscovering a hobby from your childhood.
Whatever the dance background, our teachers love to help our students with mastering steps,
adjusting movements due to injury, or extending those who want a challenge - so ask away!

WHY SHOULD TAKING A DANCE
CLASS BE STRESSFUL?
There’s often a whole lot of unnecessary stress and obligations involved in activities for kids,
and that’s just not what we’re about.
Being part of a dance community should be a fun and positive experience for students and
their families, so we pride ourselves on keeping things fuss-free.
We keep things local. We don’t bother with exams or auditions. We’ll never ask you to sew a
costume or even touch a sequin. We even have a drive-through drop-off zone!
Our studio, classes, and events all reflect our easy-going approach. We’ve taken the drama
out of dance!

OUR STUDENTS ARE INDIVIDUALS,
NOT JUST NUMBERS IN A CLASS
We encourage freedom of expression in our classes, whether verbal, physical, or creative.
Our students are a diverse bunch, and we love seeing them grow in all sorts of ways, not only
in dance! We listen to their ideas, whether it’s an opinion on music, a variation on movement
style, or a concept for a performance.
Dance is expressive so we encourage our students to develop and express their unique
sense of self.
Our DD SRC is a great example of an idea that came from one of our students and has been
brought to life at the studio in 2017. They've been working hard to organise fun and free
events for the DD community, such as DD Up Late! (a movie night at the studio) and the
Picnic in the Park.
Why should students just be a name on a class list when they have so much more potential
for leadership and growth?

SOUND GOOD?
If this sounds like a community you'd like to be a part of, then we'd love to welcome you!
Simply get in touch and we'll help you find the perfect class. Can't wait to see you at the studio!
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